The above gentlemen have sent me a large box of their Tobacco for sale, and the experimenter understands, without any apology of all the risk.

S. E. CORBIN,
New York, April 16, 1892.

G. H. DAVIDSON, Colored Men.

In the course of business, it has been found that the above gentleman have sent me a large box of their Tobacco for sale, and the experimenter understands, without any apology of all the risk.

S. E. CORBIN,
New York, April 16, 1892.
Summary

A wreath-studded Stanley was lately tried in the New York Supreme Court on charges of embezzling the funds of the Manhattan Elevated Railway, but he was acquitted. The case was relegated to the bypaths of journalistic interest. The New York Times, which had covered the case extensively, commented: "The verdict was a blow to the legal system. It was a blow to the public. It was a blow to the railroad."

Jury's Decision

The jury's decision in the Stanley case was a setback for the cause of justice in New York. The case was a test of the legal system's ability to handle large embezzlement cases. The verdict was a blow to the public's confidence in the legal system. The railroad was also hit hard by the verdict, as it was a blow to its financial stability.

The verdict was a blow to the legal system.
AN ODD SCENE.

Macon-House, September, 1790.

The Lord Mayor was interrupted in the course of his business by a gentleman who, walking up to the desk, asked, "May I have the pleasure of speaking with the Mayor?"

"Of course," replied the Mayor, who was busy attending to some business.

"I have a matter of importance to discuss with you," said the gentleman.

"What is it?" asked the Mayor.

"I have a very peculiar case," replied the gentleman. "I have a horse that is greatly in need of attention, and I believe you may be able to help me."
NOTICE.

Subscribers are informed that the first half-yearly payment for the Journal is now due.

J. W. BECK.

After reading a letter in the Washington paper under the above subject, and calling to the mind the following materials from an examination of Liburn's "Herald of Temperance," I hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are equal, and that certain unalienable rights, among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

SIR,

I am one of the subscribers to your Journal, and I hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are equal, and that certain unalienable rights, among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

J. W. BECK.

Philadelphia, May 2, 1839.

FREEDOM'S JOURNAL.

NEW YORK, MAY 3, 1839.

THE OFFICE OF THE NEW YORK FREEDOM'S JOURNAL is removed to No. 140 Church-street, nearly opposite.

A NOTICE.

Mr. Beck's article, "The Slavery of the South," is now in press. The full text of his speech appears in the New York Journal, of May 2, 1839.

I, J. W. BECK, do hereby give notice that I will not pay the subscriber for any of the publications of this Journal, unless he shall first deliver me a copy of the same, together with the subscribers' names and addresses.

Philadelphia, May 2, 1839.

FREEDOM'S JOURNAL.

THE PROCEEDING OF THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS, for the present month, will be found in the same number of the Journal as this notice.

J. W. BECK.

Philadelphia, May 2, 1839.

A POEM.

TO THE MOON.

By John Green.
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A POEM.

To Freedom's Journal.
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